We consider the Gel'fand inverse problem and continue studies of Mandache (2001). We show that the Mandache-type instability remains valid even in the case of Dirichlet-to-Neumann map given on the energy intervals. These instability results show, in particular, that the logarithmic stability estimates of Alessandrini (1988), Novikov and Santacesaria (2010) and especially of Novikov (2010) are optimal (up to the value of the exponent).
Introduction
We consider the Schrödinger equation Consider the mapˆ.E/ such that
for all sufficiently regular solutions of (1.1) 
where is the outward normal to @D. Here we assume also that E is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue for operator C v in D.
(1.4)
The mapˆ.E/ is called the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map (DtN map) and is considered as boundary measurements.
Let kvk m;1 D max jJ jÄm k@ J vk L 1 .R d / : (2.4) We recall that if v 1 and v 2 are potentials satisfying (1.4) and (1.3) , where E and D are fixed, thenˆ1
ˆ2 is a compact operator in L 1 .@D/; (2.5) whereˆ1 andˆ2 are the DtN maps for v 1 and v 2 respectively, see [9] . Note also that (2.1) ) (1.2).
Theorem 2.1 (variation of the result of [2] , see [10] ). Let conditions (1.4), (2.1) hold for potentials v 1 and v 2 , where E and D are fixed, d 3. Let kv j k m;1 Ä N , j D 1; 2, for some N > 0. Letˆ1,ˆ2 denote DtN maps for v 1 , v 2 respectively. Then
where c 1 D c 1 .N; D; m/;˛1 D .m d /=m; kˆ1 ˆ2k D kˆ1 ˆ2k L 1 .@D/!L 1 .@D/ :
An analog of stability estimate of [2] for d D 2 is given in [11] . A disadvantage of estimate (2.6) is that 1 < 1 for any m > d even if m is very large.
(2.7)
Theorem 2.2 (the result of [10] ). Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then
where c 2 D c 2 .N; D; m/;˛2 D m d; kˆ1 ˆ2k D kˆ1 ˆ2k L 1 .@D/!L 1 .@D/ :
A principal advantage of estimate (2.8) in comparison with (2.6) is that 2 ! C1 as m ! C1; (2.9) in contrast with (2.7) . Note that, strictly speaking, Theorem 2.2 was proved in [10] for E D 0 with the condition that supp v D, so we cannot make use of substitution v E D v E, since condition supp v E D does not hold. We would like to mention that, under the assumptions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, according to the Mandache results of [8] , estimate (2.8) above cannot hold with As in [8] in what follows we fix D D B.0; 1/, where B.x; r/ is the open ball of radius r centred at x. We fix an orthonormal basis in L 2 .S d 1 / D L 2 .@D/ ¹f jp W j 0; 1 Ä p Ä p j º; f jp is a spherical harmonic of degree j , (2.10) where p j is the dimension of the space of spherical harmonics of order j ,
where n k ! D n.n 1/ .n k C 1/ kŠ for n 0 (2.12) and n k ! D 0 for n < 0.
(2.13)
The precise choice of f jp is irrelevant for our purposes. Besides orthonormality, we only need f jp to be the restriction of a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree j to the sphere and so jxj j f jp .x=jxj/ is harmonic. In the Sobolev spaces H s .S d 1 / we will use the norm
(2.14)
The notation .a jpiq / stands for a multiple sequence. We will drop the subscript
We use the notation: jAj is the cardinality of a set A, OEa is the integer part of a real number a and .r; !/ 2 R C S d 1 are polar coordinates for r! D x 2 R d . The interval I D OEa; b will be referred to as a -regular interval if for any potential v 2 L 1 .D/ with kvk L 1 .D/ Ä and any E 2 I condition (1.4) is fulfilled. Note that for any E 2 I and any Dirichlet eigenvalue for operator in D we have that jE j :
This follows from the definition of -regular interval, taking v Á E . Theorem 2.3. For > 0 and dimension d 2 consider the union S D S K j D1 I j of -regular intervals. Then for any m > 0 and any s 0 there is a constantˇ> 0 such that for any 2 .0; =3/ and v 0 2 C m .D/ with kv 0 k L 1 .D/ Ä =3 and supp v 0 B.0; 1=3/ there are real-valued potentials v 1 ; v 2 2 C m .D/, also supported in B.0; 1=3/, such that
(2.17)
whereˆ1.E/,ˆ2.E/ are the DtN maps for v 1 and v 2 respectively. Remark 2.4. We can allowˇto be arbitrarily small in Theorem 2.3 if we require Ä 0 and replace the right-hand side in the instability estimate by exp. c 1 2m /, with 0 > 0 and c > 0, depending onˇ.
In addition to Theorem 2.3, we consider explicit instability example with a complex potential given by Mandache in [8] . We show that it gives exponential instability even in case of Dirichlet-to-Neumann map given on the energy intervals. Consider the cylindrical variables .r 1 ; Â; x 0 / 2 R C R=2 Z R d 2 , with x 0 D .x 3 ; : : : ; x d /, r 1 cos Â D x 1 and r 1 sin Â D x 2 . Take 2 C 1 .R 2 / with support in B.0; 1=3/ \ ¹x 1 > 1=4º and with k k L 1 D 1. 
whereˆm n .E/,ˆ0.E/ are the DtN maps for v mn and v 0 Á 0 respectively.
In some important sense, this is stronger than Theorem 2.3. Indeed, if we take D 3 n m , we obtain (2.17) with exp. C 1=m / in the right-hand side. An explicit real-valued counterexample should be difficult to find. This is due to the nonlinearity of the map v !ˆ. Remark 2.6. Note that for sufficient large s one can see that
So Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 imply, in particular, that the estimate
cannot hold with˛3 > 2m for real-valued potentials and with˛3 > m for complex potentials. Thus Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 show the optimality of the logarithmic stability results of Alessandrini and Novikov in considerably stronger sense that results of Mandache.
Some basic properties of Dirichlet-to-Neumann map
We continue to consider the unit ball D D B.0; 1/ and also to use polar coordi- 
is the solution of equation (1.1) with v Á 0, E D k 2 and boundary condition .k/ ¤ 0. 
is a complete orthogonal system (in the sense of L 2 ) in the space of solutions of
Lemma 3.4. For any C > 0 and integer d 2 there is a constant N > 3 depending on C such that for any integer n N and any jzj Ä C
where 0 denotes derivation with respect to z,˛D nC d 2 2 and .x/ is the Gamma function.
Proofs of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 are given in Section 6.
Then there is a constant D .W; d / such that for any
whereˆ.E/,ˆ0.E/ are the DtN maps for v, v 0 respectively and . C v E/ 1 is considered with the Dirichlet boundary condition.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. For simplicity we give first a proof under the additional assumptions that 0 … W and there is a holomorphic germ p E for E 2 W . Since W is compact, there is C > 0 such that for any z 2 W we have jzj Ä C . We take N from Lemma 3.4 for this C . We fix indices j; p. Consider solutions .E/, 0 .E/ of equation (1.1) with E 2 W , boundary condition j @D D f jp and potentials v and v 0 respectively. Then .E/ 0 .E/ has zero boundary values, so it is domain of C v E, and since
we obtain that
If j N from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.4, we have that
For j < N we use the fact that k 0 .E/k L 2 .B.0;1// is a continuous function on the compact set W and, since N depends only on W , we get that there is a constant
Since v has support in B.0; 1=3/ from (3.10), we get that
Exponential instability in the Gel'fand inverse problem 461 For i N from Lemma 3.4 we have thať
(3.17) and Â kr d 2 For i N we get thať
For i < N we use the fact that j @R i . p E ;r/ @r j rD1 j=k iq .E/k L 2 .¹1=3<jxj<1º/ is a continuous function on the compact set W and get that for any i 0 there is a constant
Proceeding from (3.14) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain that
Taking into account .
. p E/ have removable singularity in E D 0 or, more precisely,
as E ! 0:
(3.27)
Considering the limit as E ! 0, we get that (3.13), (3.25) and consequently (3.8) are valid for W˙. To complete the proof, we can take D max¹ C ; º. Let .X; dist/ be a metric space and > 0. We say that a set Y X is an -net for X 1 X if for any x 2 X 1 there is y 2 Y such that dist.x; y/ Ä . We call the number H .X 1 / WD log 2 min¹jY j W Y is an -net for X 1 º the -entropy of the set X 1 .
A set Z X is called -discrete if for any distinct points z 1 ; z 2 2 Z, we have dist.z 1 ; z 2 / . The number C WD log 2 max¹jZj W Z X 1 and Z is -discreteº is called the -capacity of the set X 1 .
The use of -entropy and -capacity to derive properties of mappings between metric spaces goes back to Vitushkin and Kolmogorov (see [7] and references therein). One notable application was Hilbert's 13th problem (about representing a function of several variables as a composition of functions of a smaller number of variables). In essence, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 are parts of Theorem XIV and Theorem XVII in [7] . Let n ı be the smallest natural number such that 2 C e n Ä 6 2 .n C 1/ 2 ı for any n n ı . Taking natural logarithm and using ln ı 1 1, we get that
where C 0 depends only on C and . We denote
Using (4.3), we have that
with C 00 depending only on C and . We set
For given f .z/ in case of n Ä n ı we take d n to be one of the closest elements of Y ı to c n . Since jc n j Ä 2 C , this ensures that jc n d n j Ä 2ı 0 . For n > n ı we take d n D 0. Then we have jc n d n j Ä 6 2 .n C 1/ 2 ı: (4.6)
For n > n ı this is true by the construction of n ı , otherwise by the choice of ı 0 . Since f .x/ is a 2 -periodic even function, we get g Y .x/ 2 Y such that
We have that jY j D jY ı j n ı . Taking into account (4.3),(4.5) and ln ı 1 1, we get jY j Ä .C 00 ı 2 ln 4 ı 1 / C 0 ln ı 1 Ä exp.C 000 ln ı 1 C 0 ln ı 1 / Ä exp. .ln ı 1 / 2 /:
Remark 4.4. The assertion is valid even in the case of a D b. As ı-net we can take
Consider an operator A W H s .S d 1 / ! H s .S d 1 /. We denote its matrix elements in the basis ¹f jp º by a jpiq D hAf jp ; f i q i. From [8] we have that kAk H s !H s Ä 4 sup j;p;i;q .1 C max.j; i // 2sCd ja jpiq j: (4.9)
Consider the system S D S K j D1 I j of -regular intervals. We introduce the following Banach space:
where a jpiq .E/ X S;s WD sup where D .W I ; d /. Hence k.a jpiq .E//k X S;s Ä sup l .1 C l/ 2sCd 4 2 l < 1 for any s and d and so the first assertion of the Lemma 4.5 is proved. Let l ıs be the smallest natural number such that .1 C l/ 2sCd 4 2 l Ä ı for any l l ıs . Taking natural logarithm and using ln ı 1 1, we get that l ıs Ä C 0 ln ı 1 ;
(4.16)
where the constant C 0 depends only on s, d and I . Denote by Y jpiq the ı jpiq -net from Lemma 4.3 above with the constant C D sup
in case of max.j; i/ Ä l ıs and
otherwise. It remains to count the elements of Y . Using again the fact that ln ı 1 1 and (4.16), we get for max.j; i/ Ä l ıs jY jpiq j Ä exp. .ln ı 1 jpiq / 2 / Ä exp. 0 .ln ı 1 / 2 /:
From [8] we have that n ıs Ä 8.1 C l ıs / 2d 2 ; where n ıs is the number of fourtuples .j; p; i; q/ with max.j; i/ Ä l ıs . Taking Á to be big enough, we get that
For S D S K j D1 I j the assertion follows immediately, taking Á to be in K times more and Y as composition .Y 1 ; : : : ; Y K / of ı-nets for each interval.
Proofs of the main results
In this section we give proofs of Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Take a map v 0 2 L 1 .B.0; 1=3// with kv 0 k L 1 .D/ Ä =3 and let 2 .0; =3/. By Lemma 4.2, the set v 0 C X m ˇh as an -discrete subset v 0 C Z. Since 2 .0; =3/, we have v 0 C X m ˇ B 1 ; where B 1 is the ball of centre 0 and radius 2 =3 in L 1 .B.0; 1=3//. The set Y constructed in Lemma 4.5 is also a ı-net for ƒ.v 0 C X m ˇ/ . We take ı such that 8ı D exp. 1 2m /. Note that the inequalities of (2.17) follow from jv 0 C Zj > jY j:
In fact, if jv 0 C Zj > jY j, then there are two potentials v 1 ; v 2 2 v 0 C Z with images under ƒ in the same X S;s -ball radius ı centered at a point of Y , so we get from (4.10)
Á :
It remains to findˇsuch that (5. The following lemma is called the Nielsen inequality. A proof of the statement can be found in [12] .
where j˛0 C 1j is the least of numbers j˛C 1j; j˛C 2j; j˛C 3j; : : : . Using the well-known equality 0 .x/= .x/ < ln x, x > 1, see [1] , we get the following estimation for the coefficients b m are defined in (6.12): jb m j < ln.m C 1/ C ln.n C m C 1/ mŠ.n C m/Š < 2.n C m/ mŠ.n C m/Š < 1 mŠ : (6.13)
Note also that j Q c m = Q c mC1 j D .m C 1/.n m 1/ n=2. Combining it with (6.12) and (6.13), we obtain that jY n .z/j D
1
.jzj=2/ n .n/. Combining the requirements for n stated above, we get that for any n N C 1 all inequalities of Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled, where N is such that
.N / Ä 1=2:
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